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A New Proxy Signature Scheme for a Specified Group of

Verifiers

Abstract

In this article, we shall propose a ((t1, n1), (t2, n2)) proxy signa-

ture scheme with (t3, n3) shared verification based on the RSA problem.

In this scheme, any t1 original signers can delegate the signing capability

to the proxy group. After that, any t2 proxy signers can sign a message

on behalf of the original group for a specified verifier group. Only any

t3 verifiers together can check the validity of the proxy signature from

the proxy group. The proposed scheme satisfies all proxy requirements

of proxy signatures. Furthermore, the actual original signers and proxy

signers can be individually identified in our scheme.

Keywords: Data security, digital signature, proxy signature, threshold

proxy signature.

1 Introduction

Digital signature is developed to enable a signer to generate the signature for

a message by using her/his private key [2, 13, 32, 34, 37, 40, 54]. To check

the validity of the signature, the corresponding public key of the signer should

be employed. Generally speaking, a digital signature scheme should provide

such important cryptographic function as authentication, integrity and non-

repudiation. However, ordinary digital signature schemes [7, 8, 10, 20, 29, 41]

are not quite enough to satisfy some practical needs. Let us consider a typical

example of the proxy situation in a business organization. Suppose a manager

in a computer company needs to go on a business trip. In other words, she/he

is not at her/his company and thus is not able to do the routine of signing

a number of documents. So, she/he indeed needs a capable and trustworthy

secretary to do it instead. Now, the secretary becomes a proxy signer on behalf

of the manager. This is a typical case of what happens in our lives every day.

Mambo et al. [35, 36] first considered this interesting problem in 1996. It is

referred to as the ”proxy signature”. The ”proxy signature” provides a solution

to the problem with the delegation of signing capability. The designated proxy

signer generates a signature on behalf of the original signer. So far, many proxy

signature schemes have been proposed and discussed [11, 14, 15, 18, 22, 23,

25, 26, 27, 28, 45, 47, 48, 51, 59].
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However, all of the proxy signature schemes proposed so far allow any out-

sider to play the role of a verifier. Only one verifier can verify the validity of

the proxy signature [5, 33, 44, 55, 57]. In fact, in real-life applications, a signa-

ture usually has to go through some specified verifiers. For example, suppose

two network companies have a contract between them to sign for commercial

collaboration. The contract needs to be signed and verified between the two

companies. Assume several directors, called original signers, represent a direc-

torate to delegate their signing capability to some of the designated managers,

called proxy signers. Then, several of the designated managers can represent

their company to sign this contract with the representative(s) of the other

company through a computer network. However, it should never be necessary

to check the legitimacy of the signature on occasions when fewer than t3 of the

specified verifiers are present. Only a specified group of verifiers can verify the

validity of the contract.

According to the above statement, Tzeng et al. [51] proposed a novel vari-

ation of proxy signature scheme called threshold multi-proxy multi-signature

scheme with shared verification. Its scheme is based on discrete logarithms

problems [10, 19]. In this article, we shall propose a new proxy signature

scheme based on RSA problem [6, 21, 41]. To be specific, the authorized mes-

sage can be delegated, signed and verified by predefined threshold values and

under the predefined proxy warrant, respectively.

In the next section, we shall briefly review some related works. In Section

3, we shall propose our new proxy signature scheme with shared verification

((t1, n1), (t2, n2), (t3, n3) proxy signature). In Section 4, the security analysis

and performance evaluation of the proposed scheme will be discussed. Finally,

the conclusion will be given in the last section.

2 Related Works

So far, five types of proxy delegation have been developed. In 1996, Mambo

et al. [35, 36] proposed three types of delegation: the full delegation, the

partial delegation and the delegation with warrant. Each of them has its

own level of delegation and security assumption. After that, Kim et al. [28]

presented two types of delegation: the partial delegation with warrant and

threshold delegation. Partial delegation and delegation by warrant are the

most secure, and full delegation is the least secure. The advantage of partial

delegation is its fast processing speed. In addition, delegation by warrant is

appropriate for the restricted period to be signing. Moreover, the warrant can
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also be used to prevent a proxy signer from transferring a proxy delegation

to another person who is not the designated proxy signer. Partial delegation

with warrant combines the benefits of partial delegation and delegation by

warrant. Therefore, among these types of delegation, partial delegation with

warrant seems to be the best choice. In this article, we shall focus on the proxy

signature authorized by using partial delegation with warrant.

In general, a secure proxy signature scheme should satisfy the following

security requirements.

• Strong unforgeability: A designated proxy signer can generate a valid

proxy signature on behalf of the original signer, but the original signer or

any third party who is not the designated proxy signer cannot generate

a valid proxy signature.

• Verifiability: By checking the proxy signature, the verifier can make

sure of the original signer’s guarantee on the signed message.

• Proxy signer’s deviation: A proxy signer cannot generate a valid

proxy signature not detected as her/his signature. Furthermore, she/he

cannot generate a valid signature of the original signer, either.

• Distinguishability: Valid proxy signatures are distinguishable from

valid self-signing signatures for anyone in polynomial time or size com-

putation. Here, a self-signing signature means a signature generated by

the original signer.

• Strong identifiability: The original signer and any third party can

determine the identity of the actual proxy signer by checking the proxy

signature.

• Secret-keys’ dependence: A new proxy signature key is computed

from the private key of an original signer. Furthermore, the original

signer cannot calculate another one.

• Strong undeniability: Once a proxy signer generated a valid signa-

ture on behalf of the original signer, she/he cannot repudiate signature

creation against the original signer.

So far, many threshold proxy signature schemes have been widely studied

[15, 22, 24, 28, 48]. In a (t, n) threshold proxy signature scheme, which is

a variant of the proxy signature scheme, the proxy signature key is shared

among a group of n proxy signers delegated by the original signer. Any t or
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more proxy signers can cooperatively sign messages on behalf of the original

signer.

Based on Kim’s scheme [28], Sun [48] proposed an efficient non-repudiable

threshold proxy signature scheme with known signers. Sun’s scheme is more ef-

ficient than the other threshold proxy signature schemes. The main advantage

of Sun’s scheme is that the verifier is able to identify the actual signers in the

proxy group. However, the weakness of Sun’s scheme is that it is vulnerable to

the conspiracy attack [15, 22]. Hsu et al. [15] proposed a new non-repudiable

proxy signature scheme with known signers that can withstand the conspiracy

attack and is more efficient than Sun’s scheme. Technically, the security of the

above two non-repudiable threshold proxy signature schemes is based on the

discrete logarithm problem [10].

In 2000, Wang et al. [53] proposed a new (t, n) threshold signature scheme

with (k, l) threshold-shared verification. According to the security level of a

document, not only the document can be signed by some specified signers in a

group, but it can also be verified by some specified verifiers in another group.

Later, quite some literatures were released [17, 50]. Lee et al. [30] proposed

an untraceable (t, n) threshold signature scheme based on the Ohta-Okamoto

signature scheme [39]. For the sake of privacy and safety, the identity of the

signers should be anonymous in a democratic society. At the same time, their

scheme can be extended to give the original signers the ability to prove they

are true signers, and any t or more malicious participants cannot reconstruct

the polynomial to derive other participants’ private keys and system secrets.

In 2004, Tzeng et al. [51] proposed a novel variation of proxy signature

scheme called threshold multi-proxy multi-signature scheme for a specified

group of verifiers. It allows the group of original signers to delegate the signing

capability to the designated group of proxy signers. Furthermore, a subset of

verifiers in the designated verifier group can authenticate the proxy signature.

Unfortunately, Bao et al. showed that Tzeng et al.’s scheme cannot resist

frame attacks [3]. That is to say, after intercepting a valid proxy signature,

an adversary can construct a new signature, which can be authenticated as if

they were generated by the subset of the proxy group on behalf of the adver-

sary. Hence, Bao et al. proposed an improvement to overcome the weaknesses

of Tzeng et al.’s scheme. In 2007, Hsu et al. demonstrated that Tzeng et

al.’s scheme is insecure [16]. Any verifier can check the validity of the proxy

signature by himself/herself with no help of other verifies. Hence, Hsu et al.

also proposed an improvement to eliminate the security leak. All previously

proposed threshold multi-proxy multi-signature schemes for a specified group
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of verifiers have been based on discrete logarithms.

In this article, we shall propose a new proxy signature scheme based on

RSA problem and attempt to combine Lee et al.’s (t, n) untraceable scheme

and the requirement of (k, l) threshold-shared verification. A new ((t1, n1), (t2,

n2), (t3, n3)) proxy signature scheme shall be proposed where the verifiers are

able to identify the actual signers in the original group and the proxy group.

3 The Proposed Scheme

In this section, we shall present a new ((t1, n1), (t2, n2), (t3, n3)) proxy sig-

nature scheme. The proposed scheme involves the following participants: the

share distribution center (SDC), the original group (GO), the proxy group

(GP ) and the verifier group (GV ). Further, the signers in GO and GP should

elect one of them as the clerks CO and CP . The services provided by SDC

are to set system parameters, to manage the public directory and to initialize

the scheme. Moreover, by generating the secret share with the assistance of

the SDC, the computation and communication costs can be greatly reduced

[15]. The services provided by clerk CO for GO are to collect and to construct

a proxy share from the individual signatures generated by the original signers.

Furthermore, CO can verify the validity of these individual signatures from the

actual original signers. Similarly, the services provided by clerk CP for GP are

to collect and to construct a proxy signature from the individual proxy signa-

tures generated by the proxy signers. Furthermore, CP can verify the validity

of these individual proxy signatures from the actual proxy signers.

According to the proxy warrant of the proposed scheme, any t1 or more out

of n1 original signers (1 ≤ t1 ≤ n1) can represent GO to delegate the signing

capability. Any t2 or more out of n2 proxy signers (1 ≤ t2 ≤ n2) can represent

GP to sign a message on behalf of GO. Similarly, any t3 or more out of n3

verifiers (1 ≤ t3 ≤ n3) can represent GV to verify the proxy signature.

Initially, SDC defines the system parameters as follows:

• p, q: two large primes. To ensure p and q are strong primes, let p = 2p′+1

and q = 2q′ + 1, where p′ and q′ are also primes.

• N : the product of p and q, as N = pq.

• λ(N): the double of the product of p′ and q′, as λ(N) = 2p′q′.

• L: a random number such that GCD(L, λ(N)) = 1 and L ≈ 1050.

• α: an element which is primitive in both GF (p) and GF (q).
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• h(·): a one-way hash function.

• Mw: a warrant which records the identities of the original signers in GO,

the proxy signers in GP and the verifiers in GV , the parameters (t1, n1),

(t2, n2), (t3, n3) and the valid delegation time, etc.

• AOSID: (Actual Original Signers’ ID) the identities of the actual orig-

inal signers.

• APSID: (Actual Proxy Signers’ ID) the identities of the actual proxy

signers.

Each user Ui owns a private key xi = αsi mod N , where si is between 1 and

λ(N), and a public key

yi = xL
i mod N, (1)

which is certified by a certificate authority (CA). Here, CA is responsible for

issuing, management, and revoking certificates. Once CA has verified user’s

identity, it issues a user’s public key certificate. The certificate involves some

information that identifies himself/herself, such as his/her name and/or ad-

dress.

SDC distributes private keys xOi
, xPj

and xVk
to each original signer

UOi
, proxy signer UPj

and verifier UVk
(i = 1, 2, ..., n1; j = 1, 2, ...n2; k =

1, 2, ..., n3). Let GO = {UO1 , UO2 , · · · , UOn1
}, GP = {UP1 , UP2 , · · · , UPn2

} and

GV = {UV1 , UV2 , · · · , UVn3
} be groups of n1 original signers, n2 proxy signers

and n3 verifiers, respectively.

The proposed scheme can be divided into four phases: the secret share

generation phase, the proxy share generation phase, the proxy signature gen-

eration phase and the proxy signature verification phase. In the secret share

generation phase, SDC generates shadows for all the proxy signers and veri-

fiers in GP and GV . In the proxy share generation phase, the original signers

cooperatively generate the proxy share and send it to GP . In the proxy signa-

ture generation phase, the proxy signers cooperatively generate a valid proxy

signature for a message on behalf of GO. In the proxy signature verification

phase, the verifiers cooperatively check the validity of the proxy signature

and can identify not only the actual original signers, but also the actual proxy

signers. The reference configurations and flow chart are illustrated in Figure 1.

Details of the four stages are in the following subsections.
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Figure 1: A Proxy Signature Scheme with Share Verification

3.1 Secret Share Generation Phase

The SDC executes the following steps to initialize parameters and sends shad-

ows to GP and GV .

1. Calculate GP ’s private key XP and the corresponding GP ’s public key

YP , which is also certified by CA as follows:

{
XP = α−d mod N,
YP = XL

P mod N,

where d is a random number such that GCD(d, λ(N)) = 1. Once CA

has verified GP ’s identity, it issues GP ’s public key certificate. Then,

GP ’s identity has been established.

2. Select two random numbers a and b which are between 1 and λ(N) such

that GCD(a, b) = 1. By using the extended Euclidean algorithm [42],

given numbers a and b, there exist exactly two numbers c and w which

are between 1 and λ(N) and satisfy the equation ac+ bw = 1 mod λ(N).

3. Generate two secret polynomial functions fP (x) and fV (x) as

{
fP (x) = dac + P1x + · · ·+ Pt2−1x

t2−1 mod λ(N),
fV (x) = dbw + V1x + · · ·+ Vt3−1x

t3−1 mod λ(N),
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where the coefficients Pi and Vj are random numbers between 1 and

λ(N), i = 1, 2, ..., (t2 − 1) and j = 1, 2, ..., (t3 − 1). The degrees of the

above polynomial functions fP (x) and fV (x) are (t2 − 1) and (t3 − 1),

respectively.

4. Calculate the shadows xfP i of the proxy signers in GP and the shadows

xfV j of the verifiers in GV as follows.





xfP i = α

fP (yPi
)/2

(
∏n2

k=1,k 6=i
(yPi

−yPk
))/2

mod N,

xfV j = α

fV (yVj
)/2

(
∏n3

k=1,k 6=j
(yVj

−yVk
))/2

mod N,

where yPi
and yVj

are the public keys for UPi
and UVj

, respectively. The

corresponding public information yfP i and yfV j of the above shadows

xfP i and xfV j are also determined as

{
yfP i = xL

fPi mod N,
yfV j = xL

fV j mod N.

The above parameters yfP i and yfV j are made public.

In summary, the parameters of the proposed scheme are listed in Table 1.

The secret parameters in Table 1 have to be protected. However, the public

parameters are accessible to anyone. The group entity consists of the proxy

group and the verifier group.

Table 1: The parameters of the proposed scheme

Entity Secret Parameters Public Parameters
Share Distribution Center p, q, p′, q′, α, λ(N) N, L, h(·)

Original Signer xOi
yOi

Proxy Signer xPi
, xfP i yPi

, yfPi

Verifier xVi
, xfV i yVi

, yfVi

Group a, b, c, d, w, XP , fP (x), fV (x) YP

3.2 Proxy Share Generation Phase

The proposed scheme allows any t1 or more original signers to represent GO

to delegate the signing capability to GP to sign messages on behalf of GO.

Therefore, three parties, namely GO, CO and GP , are involved in this phase.

Without loss of generality, assume that the t′1 original signers to delegate the
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signing capability are known as DO = {UO1 , UO2 , · · · , UOt′
1

}, where t1 ≤ t′1 ≤
n1. Let DO be the actual original signers. DO is a group that executes the

following steps to delegate the signing capability to GP .

1. Each UOi
∈ DO selects a random number kOi

between 1 and (N −1) and

calculates a value rOi
as

rOi
= kL

Oi
mod N. (2)

Then she/he broadcasts rOi
to the other (t′1 − 1) original signers in DO

and CO.

2. Upon receiving rOj
(j = 1, 2, · · · , t′1; j 6= i), each UOi

∈ DO calculates K

and σOi
as follows:

K =
t′1∏

i=1

rOi
mod N, (3)

σOi
= kK

Oi
x

yOi
h(Mw,K,AOSID)

Oi
mod N. (4)

3. Each UOi
∈ DO broadcasts σOi

to CO via a public channel.

4. After receiving these σOj
and rOj

, CO calculates K and checks whether

the following equation holds:

σL
Oi

?
= rK

Oi
y

yOi
h(Mw,K,AOSID)

Oi
mod N. (5)

If it holds, UOi
∈ DO is a legal original signer and σOi

and rOi
are the

correct values. CO can easily detect a wrong signature and then ask the

actual original signer to send a valid one. Then, CO can calculates σO as

σO =
t′1∏

i=1

σOi
mod N. (6)

5. CO broadcasts (σO,Mw, K, AOSID) to GP .

After receiving (σO,Mw, K,AOSID), each UPi
∈ GP checks whether the

following equation holds.

σL
O

?
= KK

t′1∏

i=1

y
yOi

h(Mw,K,AOSID)

Oi
mod N. (7)

If it does, each UPi
∈ GP accepts σO as a valid proxy share, and she/he

calculates her/his proxy signature key σPi
as

σPi
= σOx

yPi
Pi

mod N. (8)

Otherwise, she/he rejects it and asks the original group of original signers

for a valid one, or she/he stops this protocol.
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3.3 Proxy Signature Generation Phase

Given a message M , the proposed scheme allows any t2 or more proxy signers

to represent GP to sign M cooperatively on behalf of GP . Therefore, GP

and CP are involved in this phase. Without loss of generality, let DP =

{UP1 , UP2 , · · · , UPt′
2

} be the actual proxy signers, where t2 ≤ t′2 ≤ n2. DP as a

group executes the following steps for generating the proxy signature.

1. Each UPi
∈ DP selects a random number kPi

between 1 and (N − 1) and

calculates a value rPi
as

rPi
= kL

Pi
mod N.

Then she/he broadcasts rPi
to the other (t′2 − 1) proxy signers in DP .

2. Upon receiving these rPj
(j = 1, 2, · · · , t′2; j 6= i), each UPi

∈ DP calcu-

lates R and sPi
as follows:

R =
t′2∏

i=1

rPi
mod N,

sPi
= (x

∏n2
k=t′

2
+1

(yPi
−yPk

)
∏t′2

k=1,k 6=i
(0−yPk

)

fP i kPi
)Rσ

h(M,R,APSID)
Pi

mod N. (9)

Here, sPi
is the individual proxy signature which is sent to CP via a

public channel.

3. After receiving those sPj
, CP checks whether the following equation

holds:

sL
Pi

?
= (y

∏n2
k=t′

2
+1

(yPi
−yPk

)
∏t′2

k=1,k 6=i
(0−yPk

)

fPi
rPi

)R ×

(KK
t′1∏

j=1

y
yOj

h(Mw,K,AOSID)

Oj
y

yPi
Pi

)h(M,R,APSID) mod N. (10)

If it does, then CP calculates the value S as

S =
t′2∏

i=1

sPi
mod N. (11)

If it does not, CP can easily determine that the individual proxy signature

is wrong and then ask the actual proxy signer to send a valid one.

Then, the proxy signature of M is (Mw, K, AOSID, M, R, S, APSID).
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3.4 Proxy Signature Verification Phase

Any t3 or more out of n3 verifiers in GV can cooperate to verify the valid-

ity of the proxy signature (Mw, K,AOSID, M, R, S,APSID). Let DV =

{UV1 , UV2 , · · · , UVt′
3

} be the actual verifiers, where t3 ≤ t′3 ≤ n3. DV as a group

executes the following steps for verifying the validity of the proxy signature.

1. From Mw, AOSID and APSID, each UVj
gets the public keys of the

original signers and proxy signers from CA and knows who the actual

original signers and the actual proxy signers are.

2. Each UVi
∈ DV uses her/his shadow xfV j to calculate and broadcast VVj

as follows:

VVj
= x

R
∏n3

k=t′
3
+1

(yVj
−yVk

)
∏t′3

k=1,k 6=j
(0−yVk

)

fV j mod N.

3. After receiving those VVk
(k = 1, 2, · · · , t′3; k 6= j), each UVj

∈ DV checks

whether the following equation holds:

V L
Vj

= y
R

∏n3
k=t′

3
+1

(yVj
−yVk

)
∏t′3

k=1,k 6=j
(0−yVk

)

fV j mod N.

If it does, each UVj
∈ DV calculates

V =
t′3∏

j=1

VVj
mod N. (12)

4. Then, each UVj
∈ DV can check the validity of the proxy signature of M

through the following equation:

(SV )LY R
P

?
= RR((KK

t′1∏

i=1

y
yOi

h(Mw,K,AOSID)

Oi
)t′2 ×

t′2∏

j=1

y
yPj

Pj
)h(M,R,APSID) mod N. (13)

If the equation holds, the message M is an authenticated one, and the

proxy signature (Mw, K, AOSID,M, R, S, APSID) is valid.

In the following analyses, we shall prove that the proposed scheme can

work smoothly without fail.

Theorem 3.1 In the proxy share generation phase, each UPi
∈ GP can verify

the validity of σO sent by GO by checking Equation (7).
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Proof. From Equations (4) and (6), we derive

σO =
t′1∏

i=1

σOi

=
t′1∏

i=1

kK
Oi

x
yOi

h(Mw,K,AOSID)

Oi

=
t′1∏

i=1

kK
Oi

t′1∏

i=1

x
yOi

h(Mw,K,AOSID)

Oi
mod N.

Raising both sides of the above equation to exponents with L, we have

σL
O =

t′1∏

i=1

kLK
Oi

t′1∏

i=1

x
LyOi

h(Mw,K,AOSID)

Oi
mod N.

According to Equations (1), (2) and (3), the above equation can be rewrit-

ten as

σL
O = KK

t′1∏

i=1

y
yOi

h(Mw,K,AOSID)

Oi
mod N.

QED.

Theorem 3.2 If the proxy signature of the proposed scheme is constructed

correctly, it will pass the verification of Equation (13).

Proof. From Equations (9) and (11), we derive

S =
t′2∏

i=1

sPi

=
t′2∏

i=1

(x

∏n2
k=t′

2
+1

(yPi
−yPk

)
∏t′2

k=1,k 6=i
(0−yPk

)

fP i kPi
)Rσ

h(M,R,APSID)
Pi

=
t′2∏

i=1

x
R

∏n2
k=t′

2
+1

(yPi
−yPk

)
∏t′2

k=1,k 6=i
(0−yPk

)

fP i

t′2∏

i=1

kR
Pi

σ
h(M,R,APSID)
Pi

= α
R

∑t′2
i=1 fP (yPi

)
∏t′2

k=1,k 6=i

0−yPk
yPi

−yPk

t′2∏

i=1

kR
Pi

σ
h(M,R,APSID)
Pi

mod N.

By using the Lagrange interpolating polynomial [42, 43], with the knowl-

edge of t′2 pairs of (yPi
, fP (yPi

)), the (t2 − 1)th degree polynomial fP (x) can

be determined as follows:

fP (x) =
t′2∑

i=1

fP (yPi
)

t′2∏

k=1,k 6=i

x− yPk

yPi
− yPk

mod λ(N).

12



Thus,

S = α
R

∑t′2
i=1 fP (yPi

)
∏t′2

k=1,k 6=i

0−yPk
yPi

−yPk

t′2∏

i=1

kR
Pi

σ
h(M,R,APSID)
Pi

= αRdac
t′2∏

i=1

kR
Pi

σ
h(M,R,APSID)
Pi

mod N.

Raising both sides of the above equation to exponents with L, we have

SL = (αRdac
t′2∏

i=1

kR
Pi

σ
h(M,R,APSID)
Pi

)L

= αLRdac
t′2∏

i=1

kLR
Pi

σ
Lh(M,R,APSID)
Pi

mod N.

For the same reason, by using the Lagrange interpolating polynomial, the

value fV (0) can be obtained as follows:

fV (0) =
t′3∑

j=1

fV (yVj
)

t′3∏

k=1,k 6=j

0− yVk

yVj
− yVk

mod λ(N).

Thus, Equation (12) can be rewritten as

V =
t′3∏

j=1

VVj
mod N

=
t′3∏

j=1

x
R

∏n3
k=t′

3
+1

(yVj
−yVk

)
∏t′3

k=1,k 6=j
(0−yVk

)

fV j mod N

= α
R

∑t′3
j=1 fV (yVj

)
∏t′3

k=1,k 6=i

0−yPk
yPj

−yPk mod N

= αRdbw mod N.

Raising both sides of the above equation to exponents with L, we have

V L = αLRdbw mod N.

The left-hand side of Equation (13) can be rewritten as

(SV )LY R
P = SLV LY R

P

= αLRdac
t′2∏

j=1

kLR
Pj

σ
Lh(M,R,APSID)
Pj

αLRdbwY R
P

= αLRd(ac+bw)
t′2∏

j=1

kLR
Pj

σ
Lh(M,R,APSID)
Pj

Y R
P

= αLRd
t′2∏

j=1

kLR
Pj

σ
Lh(M,R,APSID)
Pj

Y R
P

13



= αLRd
t′2∏

j=1

kLR
Pj

σ
Lh(M,R,APSID)
Pj

α−LRd

=
t′2∏

j=1

kLR
Pj

σ
Lh(M,R,APSID)
Pj

mod N.

Moreover, from Equations (1), (7) and (8), we get

(SV )LY R
P =

t′2∏

j=1

kLR
Pj

σ
Lh(M,R,APSID)
Pj

=
t′2∏

j=1

kLR
Pj

(σOx
yPj

Pj
)Lh(M,R,APSID)

=
t′2∏

j=1

kLR
Pj

(σ
t′2
O

t′2∏

j=1

x
yPj

Pj
)Lh(M,R,APSID)

= RR((KK
t′1∏

i=1

y
yOi

h(Mw,K,AOSID)

Oi
)t′2

t′2∏

j=1

y
yPj

Pj
)h(M,R,APSID) mod N.

Therefore, the correctness of proxy signature can be verified.

QED.

Theorem 3.3 CO can verify the validity of (rOi
, σOi

) sent by UOi
by checking

Equation (5).

Proof. Raising both sides of Equation (4) to exponents with L, we have

σL
Oi

= (kK
Oi

x
yOi

h(Mw,K,AOSID)

Oi
)L

= kLK
Oi

x
LyOi

h(Mw,K,AOSID)

Oi
mod N.

According to Equations (1) and (2), the above equation can be rewritten

as

σL
Oi

= rK
Oi

y
yOi

h(Mw,K,AOSID)

Oi
mod N.

Therefore, the correctness of individual proxy share can be verified.

QED.

Theorem 3.4 CP can verify the validity of (rPi
, sPi

) sent by UPi
by checking

Equation (10).

Proof. According to Equation (8), we can rewrite Equation (9) as

sPi
= (x

∏n2
k=t′

2
+1

(yPi
−yPk

)
∏t′2

k=1,k 6=i
(0−yPk

)

fP i kPi
)R(σOx

yPi
Pi

)h(M,R,APSID) mod N.

14



Raising both sides of the above equation to exponents with L, we have

sL
Pi

= (x
L

∏n2
k=t′

2
+1

(yPi
−yPk

)
∏t′2

k=1,k 6=i
(0−yPk

)

fP i kL
Pi

)R(σL
Ox

LyPi
Pi

)h(M,R,APSID)

= (y

∏n2
k=t′

2
+1

(yPi
−yPk

)
∏t′2

k=1,k 6=i
(0−yPk

)

fP i rPi
)R ×

(KK
t′1∏

j=1

y
yOj

h(Mw,K,AOSID)

Oj
y

yPi
Pi

)h(M,R,APSID) mod N.

Therefore, the correctness of individual proxy signature can be verified.

QED.

4 Discussions

In this section, the security analysis of the proposed scheme will be given first,

followed by some discussions as to whether the proposed scheme can satisfy

the requirements in [35, 36] a good proxy signature scheme should. In the

next subsection, the performance analysis of our proposed scheme will be also

given.

4.1 Security Analysis

The security of the proposed scheme is based on the well-known cryptographic

assumptions:

1. RSA problem [41]:

Let N = pq, where p and q are two large odd primes. There are two

integers e and d satisfying ed ≡ 1 mod φ(N), where φ(N) = (p−1)(q−1)

is an Euler’s totient function. It is computationally infeasible to

(a) find the factors of N ;

(b) find an integer M such that M e ≡ C mod N , if C is known;

(c) find an integer d such that Cd ≡ M mod N , if M and C are known.

2. xx = β mod N problem [1, 12]:

Let N be a product of two large odd primes p and q. Given a fixed

integer β in both GF (p) and GF (q), it is computationally infeasible to

find x such that xx = β mod N .

Next, we consider some possible attacks against the proposed scheme.

Those attacks include trying to reveal the secret parameters [48], conspir-

ing to derive the secret shadows [15, 22], and trying to forge the proxy share

15



or the proxy signature for a given warrant or message [15, 31, 48, 49]. Note

that the attackers of the proposed scheme may come from insider (denoted as

the original signer(s) or the proxy signer(s)) or outsider (denoted as adversary

simple) of the group.

In the following, we analyze nine possible attacks to the proposed scheme.

Attacks 1 and 2 concern that an adversary tries to derive the private keys

from all available public information. Attacks 3 and 4 deal with the conspir-

acy attacks. Attack 3 concerns that any t2 or more malicious proxy signers

attempt to reconstruct the secret polynomial fP (x) and to derive the other

participants’ secret shadows. Attack 4 concerns that any t3 or more malicious

verifiers attempt to reconstruct the secret polynomial fV (x) and to derive the

other participants’ secret shadows. Attacks 5-9 deal with the forgery attacks.

Attack 5 concerns that the malicious original signer tries to forge the proxy

share for the arbitrary warrant. Attack 6 concerns that the malicious origi-

nal signer attempts to forge a valid proxy signature for an arbitrary message.

Attack 7 concerns that the malicious proxy signer tries to forge the proxy sig-

nature without the agreement of the other proxy signers. Attack 8 concerns

that an adversary tires to forge a valid proxy share. Attack 9 concerns that

an adversary attempts to forge a valid proxy signature. We shall prove that

the proposed scheme can successfully withstand those possible attacks under

the protection of the assumptions stated above.

Attack 1: An adversary attempts to derive a signer’s or verifier’s private

key from all available public information.

Analysis of attack 1: Assume that the adversary wants to obtain UOi
’s

private key xOi
from Equation (1). It is as difficult as breaking the RSA

problem of N to derive UOi
’s private key xOi

. The adversary will face the

intractability of the same problem in deriving UPj
’s or UVk

’s private key.

Attack 2: An adversary attempts to derive GP ’s secret key XP from all

available public information.

Analysis of attack 2: As with Attack 1, the adversary will have to face

the difficulty of solving the RSA problem of N to derive GP ’s private key.

Attack 3: In GP , any t2 or more malicious proxy signers attempt to

reconstruct the secret polynomial fP (x) of degree (t2 − 1) to derive the other

participants’ secret shadows xfP i.
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Analysis of attack 3: By using the Lagrange interpolating polynomial,

with the knowledge of t2 pairs of (yPi
, fP (yPi

))’s, the (t2 − 1)th degree poly-

nomial fP (x) can be uniquely determined. Since SDC distributes xfP i =

αfP (yPi
) mod N instead of fP (yPi

) to GP , any t2 or more pairs of (yPi
, xfP i)

cannot reconstruct the polynomial fP (x). The proxy signers need to find

fP (yPi
) from xfP i. It is as difficult as the problem of solving the discrete loga-

rithm modulo a composite number N if α is known. Furthermore, the values

α and λ(N) are secret in the proposed scheme. Thus, no group of malicious

proxy signers can collude to retrieve fP (x).

Attack 4: In GV , any t3 or more malicious verifiers attempt to reconstruct

the secret polynomial fV (x) of degree (t3− 1) to derive the other participants’

secret shadows xfV i.

Analysis of attack 4: As with Attack 3, any t3 or more malicious verifiers

in GV cannot reconstruct the polynomial fV (x) of degree (t3−1) to obtain the

other verifiers’ secret shadows xfV i.

Attack 5: Consider the insider forgery attack [31, 49] and direct forgery

attack [49]. The malicious original signer UO1 (UO1 ∈ GO) without any private

keys of the other original signers attempts to forge a valid proxy share for the

arbitrary warrant.

Analysis of attack 5: UO1 has to change her/his public key after the

public keys of the other (t1−1) or more original signers have been determined.

Assume that UO1 waits until she/he receives any (t1−1) original signers’ public

keys yOi
(i = 2, 3, ..., t1). She/he substitutes her/his public key yO1 .

UO1 selects a random number x′O1
as her/his private key. Then, UO1 has to

make her/his public key y′O1
satisfy the following equation as

y
′y′O1
O1

= x′LO1
× (

t1∏

i=2

y
yOi
Oi

)−1 mod N. (14)

Finally, UO1 selects a random number kO1 and calculates K and σO as

follows:

K = kL
O1

mod N,

σO = kK
O1

x
′h(Mw,K,AOSID)
O1

mod N.

Thus, σO is a valid proxy share. This is because

KK
t1∏

i=1

y
yOi

h(Mw,K,AOSID)

Oi

17



= KK(y
′y′O1
O1

t1∏

i=2

y
yOi
Oi

)h(Mw,K,AOSID)

= KK(x′LO1
× (

t1∏

i=2

y
yOi
Oi

)−1
t1∏

i=2

y
yOi
Oi

)h(Mw,K,AOSID)

= (kK
O1

x
′h(Mw,K,AOSID)
O1

)L

= σL
O mod N.

We distinguish two cases here. In the first case, suppose UO1 determines

the value x′O1
in Equation (14) first. She/he has to obtain the value y′O1

by

solving xx = β mod N problem. It is assumed to be computationally infeasible

[1]. In the other case, suppose UO1 wants to fix y′O1
, she/he has to solve the

RSA problem of N to find her/his public key x′O1
. This is also assumed to

be computationally infeasible. Therefore, the malicious original signer cannot

successfully forge any proxy share for any warrant by launching the insider

forgery attack.

Consider the direct forgery attack in [49]. UO1 randomly selects a number

rO1 and calculates K and σO as

KK = rL
O1

(
t1∏

i=2

y
yOi

h(Mw,K,AOSID)

Oi
)−1 mod N, (15)

σO = rO1x
yO1

h(Mw,K,AOSID)

O1
mod N.

Thus, the value σO is a valid proxy share. This is because

KK
t1∏

i=1

y
yOi

h(Mw,K,AOSID)

Oi

= rL
O1

(
t1∏

i=2

y
yOi

h(Mw,K,AOSID)

Oi
)−1y

yO1
h(Mw,K,AOSID)

O1

t1∏

i=2

y
yOi

h(Mw,K,AOSID)

Oi

= (rO1x
yO1

h(Mw,K,AOSID)

O1
)L

= σL
O mod N.

By the same arguments as above, UO1 cannot calculate K to satisfy Equa-

tion (15). It is difficult to solve Equation (15) in polynomial time. Therefore,

the malicious original signer in GO cannot forge the proxy share by launching

the direct forgery attack.

Attack 6: The malicious original signer UOk
(UOk

∈ GO), without the

private keys of the other original signers and proxy signers, attempts to forge

a valid proxy signature for an arbitrary message in the insider forgery attack.
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Analysis of attack 6: As with Attack 5, UOk
should face the difficult

problem or the RSA problem of N of generating a valid proxy signature. How-

ever, the value αLRdac is secret. Therefore, the insider forgery attack by the

malicious original signer in GO cannot work.

Attack 7: The malicious proxy signer UPk
(UPk

∈ GP ), without any private

keys of the other proxy signers, attempts to forge a valid proxy signature for

an arbitrary message in the insider forgery attack or the direct forgery attack.

Analysis of attack 7: UPk
has to change her/his public key after the

public keys of the other (t2 − 1) or more proxy signers have been determined.

UPk
has to face the same difficult problem as in Attacks 5 and 6. For the

direct forgery attack as in Attack 5, the malicious proxy signer will face the

intractability of the same problems to calculate R to forge the proxy signature.

Furthermore, the value αLRdbw is secret. Therefore, the malicious proxy signer

in GP cannot successfully forge any proxy signature for an arbitrary message

by launching the insider forgery attack and the direct forgery attack.

Attack 8: An adversary attempts to forge a valid proxy share (σO, Mw,

K, AOSID) of a chosen Mw to pass the proxy share verification equation.

Analysis of attack 8: First, we suppose

YO =
t′1∏

i=1

y
yOi
Oi

mod N.

She/he can rewrite Equation (7) as

σL
O = KKY

h(Mw,K,AOSID)
O mod N.

YO is a fixed value as the actual original signers’ public keys are certified by

CA. Given M ′
w, K ′, AOSID′ and YO, it is difficult to determine σ′O because of

the difficulty of breaking the RSA problem of N . Again, given M ′
w, AOSID′,

σ′O and YO, one cannot calculate a K ′ such that this equation holds, since it is

assumed to be impossible to solve xx = β mod N problem in polynomial time.

Therefore, the proxy share verification equation appears secure to against the

forgery attack.

Attack 9: An adversary attempts to forge a valid proxy signature (Mw,

K, AOSID, M , R, S, APSID) of some chosen Mw and M to pass the proxy

signature verification equation.
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Analysis of attack 9: First, we suppose

VO = (KK
t′1∏

i=1

y
yOi

h(Mw,K,AOSID)

Oi
)t′2 mod N, (16)

VP =
t′2∏

j=1

y
yPj

Pj
mod N.

She/he can rewrite Equation (13) as

(SV )LY R
P = RR(VOVP )h(M,R,APSID) mod N.

The value VO depends on the parameters Mw, K and AOSID. VP is a

fixed value as the actual proxy signers’ public keys are certified by CA. Given

M ′, APSID′, V ′
O, V ′

P and V ′, it is difficult to determine R′ and S ′ because of

the difficulty of solving the computationally infeasible problem and the RSA

problem of N . Again, given M ′, APSID′, R′, S ′, V ′
P and V ′, one cannot

calculate a V ′
O such that the following equation holds:

V
′h(M ′,R′,APSID′)
O = (S ′V ′)LY ′R′

P (R′R′V ′h(M ′,R′,APSID′)
P )−1 mod N.

The adversary has to obtain the value V ′
O by solving the RSA problem of N .

It is difficult to find M ′
w, AOSID′ and K ′ as a result of the value V ′

O such

that Equation (16) holds. Furthermore, the parameter V is secret. Only t3 or

more out of n3 verifiers in GV can cooperate to calculate the value V . Hence,

the proxy signature verification equation appears secure against the forgery

attack.

Next, we prove that the proposed proxy signature scheme is secure based

on Random Oracle Model [9, 38, 46, 55, 56, 58]. Let A be an adversary.

His/her goal is to forge a proxy signature using various ways. In order to

forge a proxy signature, A can query two oracles, the random oracle and the

signature oracle. At ths same time, there exists an adversary B who tries to

break the hard RSA problem. The main idea of this proof is that B uses A as

a tool to break the hard RSA problem. If we can show the fact that when A

can forge a valid proxy signature with non-negligible probability, then B can

break the hard problem with non-negligible probability. The main proof idea

comes from Bellare and Rogaway’s paper [4]. We denote tcost as the main cost

of reduction.

Theorem 4.1 If the factoring problem is (π′, ε′)-secure, then for any qhash,

qsig the proposed proxy signature scheme is (π, qhash, qsig, ε)-secure, where

π = π′ − (qsig + qhash + 1) · tcost,

ε = (qsig + qhash + 1) · ε′.
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Proof. Let A be a forger, who can (π, qhash, qsig, ε)-break the proposed

proxy signature scheme. Then, we can use A to construct another B to solve

factorization problem. B takes N, e, β as input and can compute x, satisfying

xe ≡ β(modN) in π′ steps and ε′ probability where

π′ = π + (qsig + qhash + 1) · tcost,

ε′ = ε/(qsig + qhash + 1).

B simulates a run of the proposed proxy signature scheme to the forge A.

Furthermore, B should provides the hashing and signature oracle queries of A.

For simplicity, we assume that if A makes sign m then it has already made hash

oracle query m. We let q = qsig + qhash. B picks an integer j from {1, ..., q}
at random. Then, we can describe how B answers oracle queries. Here i is a

counter, initially 0.

• Hashing oracle query: Suppose A makes hash oracle query m. B incre-

ments i and sets mi = m. If i = j then it sets βi = β and return βi. Else

it picks ri at random in Z∗
N , sets βi ≡ re

i (modN), and returns βi.

• Signature oracle query: Suppose A makes signing m. By assumption,

there was already a hash query of m. so m = mi for some i. Let B

return the corresponding signature.

A returns an attempted forgery signature and B outputs x. Without loss of

generality, we assume that m = mi for some i. In this case, if the corresponding

signature is valid forgery, then with at least the probability of 1/q, we have

i = j and x ≡ βd
i ≡ βd(modN).

The simulation shows that if we can break the proposed proxy signature

scheme, we can break the the factoring problem, which of course is a contra-

diction for the RSA problem assumption. Therefore, we conclude that the

assumption for the existence of B with non-negligible probability is invalid.

Since there exists no B with non-negligible probability, it implies that no A

can break our scheme. Therefore, based on factoring problem assumption, the

proposed proxy signature scheme is secure. QED.

4.2 Our Requirements

In this subsection, we shall show the proposed scheme can satisfy the require-

ments mentioned in Section 2 as follows.
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• Strong unforgeability: The original group can delegate their signing ca-

pability to a proxy group. Only a designated proxy group can generate a

valid proxy signature on behalf of the original group. Any third party or

even the original group cannot generate a valid proxy signature. Accord-

ing to the above Attacks 5-9, the proposed scheme meets the requirement

of strong unforgeability.

• Verifiability: The proposed scheme can determine the identity informa-

tion of the two parties since it appears in the proxy signature. In the

proxy signature verification phase, the verifier group can make sure of the

original group’s agreement on the signed message. Hence, the proposed

scheme provides the verifiability property.

• Proxy signer’s deviation: A proxy group cannot generate a valid proxy

signature not detected as their signature. The actual proxy signers’ iden-

tity information is included in the signature. The proxy group cannot

generate a valid ordinary signature of the original group according to the

above security analysis, either. The property of proxy signer’s deviation

is fulfilled in the proposed scheme.

• Distinguishability: The proxy signatures and the self-signing signatures

can be distinguished by anyone in polynomial time or size computation.

It is mainly done by applying different congruence systems for the sig-

nature verification. That is to say, the proposed scheme satisfies the

distinguishable property.

• Strong identifiability: The original signer or any third party can con-

firm from the proxy signature the identities of the corresponding proxy

signers. Even the identities of the corresponding original signers can be

determined. From APSID, we easily know who actually signed the mes-

sage on behalf of the proxy group. Besides, from AOSID, we easily know

who actually delegated the signing power on behalf of the original group.

Thus, the proposed scheme achieves the strong identifiable property.

• Secret-keys’ dependence: The individual proxy signature key is calcu-

lated by the proxy signer from a proxy share σO issued by the original

group. Therefore, the proxy signature is dependent on the proxy share

and proxy signers’ private keys. In other words, the property of secret-

key’s dependence is present in the proposed scheme.
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• Strong un-deniability: The actual proxy signers generate a valid proxy

signature by using their private keys. The actual proxy signers cannot

deny the creation of the proxy signature. Moreover, the proxy signature

contains a warrant signed by the actual original signer’s private key.

Therefore, the original group cannot disavow it. As a result, the proposed

scheme conforms to the property of strong un-deniability.

4.3 Performance Evaluation

In the following, the performance evaluation of the proposed scheme is dis-

cussed. We shall express the computational complexity and communication

cost of the proposed scheme. We denote the performance evaluation notations

as follows:

• Texp: the time for a modular exponentiation computation.

• Tmmul: the time for a modular multiplication computation.

• Tmul: the time for a multiplication computation.

• Tinv: the time for a modular inverse computation.

• Th: the time for a one-way hash function h(·) computation.

• |x|: the bit-length of an integer x.

The result of the computational complexity is given in Table 2 while the

communication cost is shown in Table 3. In Table 2, the computation time for

x
yOi
Oi

, x
yPj

Pj
, y

yOi
Oi

and y
yPj

Pj
is not calculate. The reason is that those items can

be pre-computed. The computational complexities of executing the extended

Euclidean algorithm and subtraction operations are neglected.

In the secret share generation phase, the SDC requires 2Texp + Tinv com-

putations in Step 1, 4Tmmul computations in Step 3, and (2n2 + 2n3)Texp +

(n2(n2+t′2−1)+n3(n3+t′3−1))Tmmul+(n2+n3+1)Tinv computations in Step 4.

Then, the total computations of the secret share generation phase adds up to

be (2n2+2n3+2)Texp+(n2(n2+t′2−1)+n3(n3+t′3−1)+4)Tmmul+(n2+n3+2)Tinv.

In the proxy share generation phase, each proxy signer requires Texp compu-

tations in Step 1, 2Texp+t′1Tmmul+Th computations in Step 2, and (t′1−1)Tmmul

computations in Step 4. Then, the total computations of generating the proxy

share is 3Texp + (2t′1− 1)Tmmul + Th. Afterwards, each proxy signer requires to

generate her/his proxy signature key with 3Texp + (t′1 + 1)Tmmul + Th compu-

tations for Equations (7) and (8).
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Table 2: The computational complexity of the proposed scheme

Computations
Secret Share (2n2 + 2n3 + 2)Texp + (n2(n2 + t′2 − 1) + n3(n3 + t′3 − 1)+
Generation Phase 4)Tmmul + (n2 + n3 + 2)Tinv

Proxy Share Generating the proxy share:
Generation Phase 3Texp + (2t′1 − 1)Tmmul + Th

Generating the proxy signature key:
3Texp + (t′1 + 1)Tmmul + Th

Proxy Signature Generating the individual proxy signature:
Generation Phase 4Texp + (t′2 + 1)Tmmul + (n2 − 2)Tmul + Th

Generating the proxy signature:
(4t′2 − 4)Texp + (4t′2 − 4)Tmmul + (t′2n2 − n2 − 2t′2 + 2)Tmul

+Th

Proxy Signature (2t′3 + 6)Texp + (t′1 + t′2 + t′3 + 2)Tmmul + (t′3n3 − t′3)Tmul+
Verification Phase 2Th

Table 3: The communication cost of the proposed scheme

Communications
Secret Share (2n2 + 2n3 + 1)|N |
Generation Phase
Proxy Share 2t′1|N |+ |Mw|+ |AOSID|
Generation Phase
Proxy Signature (2t′2 + 1)|N |+ |M |+ |Mw|+ |AOSID|+ |APSID|
Generation Phase
Proxy Signature (t′3 − 1)|N |
Verification Phase

In the proxy signature generation phase, each proxy signer requires Texp

computations in Step 1 and 3Texp + (t′2 + 1)Tmmul + (n2 − 2)Tmul + Th compu-

tations in Step 2. The total computations for generating the individual proxy

signature adds up to be 4Texp + (t′2 + 1)Tmmul + (n2 − 2)Tmul + Th. The clerk

CP requires (4t′2− 4)Texp + (3t′2− 3)Tmmul + (t′2n2−n2− 2t′2 + 2)Tmul + Th and

(t′2 − 1)Tmmul for checking the individual proxy signatures and generating the

proxy signature, respectively. Therefore, the total computations for generating

the proxy signature is (4t′2−4)Texp+(4t′2−4)Tmmul+(t′2n2−n2−2t′2+2)Tmul+Th.

In the proxy signature verification phase, each verifier requires Texp +(n3−
1)Tmul computations in Step 2, 2(t′3−1)Texp+(t′3−1)Tmmul+(t′3−1)(n3−1)Tmul

computations in Step 3, and 7Texp + (t′1 + t′2 + 3)Tmmul + 2Th computations in

Step 4. The total computations of this phase is thus (2t′3 + 6)Texp + (t′1 + t′2 +

t′3 + 2)Tmmul + (t′3n3 − t′3)Tmul + 2Th.
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The communication cost of the proposed scheme is listed in Table 3. In the

secret share generation phase, the communication cost is |N | in Step 1, and

2(n2 + n3)|N | in Step 4. The total communications for the secret and public

parameters are thus (2n2 + 2n3 + 1)|N | in the secret share generation phase.

In the proxy share generation phase, the communications required include

(t′1 − 1)|N | in Step 1, (t′1 − 1)|N | in Step 3, and 2|N | + |Mw| + |AOSID|
in Step 5. The total communications are thus 2t′1|N | + |Mw| + |AOSID| in

the proxy share generation phase. In the proxy signature generation phase,

the communications of all the actual proxy signers are (t′2 − 1)|N | in Step 1,

(t′2 − 1)|N | in Step 2, and 3|N |+ |M |+ |Mw|+ |AOSID|+ |APSID| in Step

3. The total communications of the proxy signature phase add up be (2t′2 +

1)|N |+ |M |+ |Mw|+ |AOSID|+ |APSID|. Finally, the total communications

in the proxy signature verification phase are (t′3 − 1)|N |.

5 Conclusion

In this article, we have proposed a ((t1, n1), (t2, n2), (t3, n3)) proxy signature

scheme. The concepts of partial delegation with warrant, threshold delegation

and shared verification are integrated. In the proposed scheme, any t1 out of

n1 original signers in the original group can allow a designated proxy group

to sign on behalf of the original group. Any t2 out of n2 proxy signers in the

proxy group can use their own individual proxy signature keys and shadows

to generate the proxy signature for a message. Meanwhile, any t3 out of n3

verifiers in the verifier group can cooperatively verify the proxy signature with-

out releasing their shadows. Based on the difficulty of the RSA problem, the

proposed scheme not only meets all the requirements a proxy signature should,

but also provides desired security. Some possible attacks such as equation at-

tacks, insider forgery and direct forgery attacks have been considered. None

of them can successfully break the proposed scheme. Moreover, the proposed

scheme provides the ability to identify the actual original signers and actual

proxy signers for avoiding the abuse of the signing capability.
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